Course Evaluation Questionnaire  
Principles of Physics  Spring 2006

How would you describe the amount of physics you learned in this course?

- [ ] I learned a lot
- [x] I learned some
- [ ] I learned little
- [ ] I learned nothing

How would you describe the amount of work required for this class?

- [ ] Way too much
- [ ] A little too much
- [x] About right
- [ ] A bit more needed
- [ ] Lots more needed

How would you rate the math level for this course?

- [ ] Way too high
- [ ] A bit too high
- [x] About right
- [ ] A bit too low
- [ ] Way too low

What was the best part of this course?

- Demonstrations & Illustrations of how things work.

What was your least favorite part of this course?

- Labs, but I just hate labs.

If you could change one thing about the course so that you learn more from it, what would it be?

- Maybe do worksheets just for the sake of seeing everything a few more times.

What one thing would you recommend that not be changed about this course?

- Open floor for questions is good, even if not on topic.

Any other suggestions or comments?

- Good course, good professor.
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X About right
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What was the best part of this course?

I thought the demonstrations were not only fun, but helped me learn the concepts even more.

What was your least favorite part of this course?

Sometimes it was hard to learn the info if it was written in note form.

If you could change one thing about the course so that you learn more from it, what would it be?

What one thing would you recommend that not be changed about this course?

The labs—they helped me learn more too.

Any other suggestions or comments?

Thanks for dealing with some of the people in the class. I commend you—thanks!
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How would you describe the amount of work required for this class?

[ ] Way too much    [ ] A little too much    [ ] About right    [ ] A bit more needed    [ ] Lots more needed

How would you rate the math level for this course?

[ ] Way too high    [ ] A bit too high    [ ] About right    [ ] A bit too low    [ ] Way too low

What was the best part of this course?

Doing the labs and working in groups. Also that going through the examples on the board helped.

What was your least favorite part of this course?

class everyday

If you could change one thing about the course so that you learn more from it, what would it be?

the reviews a little more in depth

What one thing would you recommend that not be changed about this course?

Disciplining and showing the step by step process.

Any other suggestions or comments?

Don't go so fast through problems sometimes be I lose track once a while.